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the z3x samsung tool pro downloads the latest version of the firmware firmware for samsung
devices. no matter which model of the samsung is it supports, so just prepare a comfortable laptop

with the z3x samsung tool download version v44.9, this setup is compatible with all samsung android
oneui devices including samsung f3, f5, z5, z3, z5c, z5c, z5s, galaxy note 8, galaxy note 8+ and

galaxy s8, galaxy s8+, samsung galaxy s9, samsung galaxy s9+ and samsung galaxy note 9. follow
the above mentioned process to install this tool. after the installation, you can access the samsung
tool to check if it works properly or not. the z3x samsung tool pro can also generate an efs unlock

code for any model without imei. the imei will not be needed for samsung galaxy s8, samsung galaxy
s8+ or samsung s9 model with a barcode. however, you will need an efs unlock code that can be

provided by the manufacturer. enable the automatic updates in the samsung tool’s setup. the tool
will automatically check the updates of samsung tool and prepare the latest firmware version. but,

you can also check the updates manually by going to the update tab. select the option that you want
to update and click the button of update. after the installation process completes, the setup asks you
if you want to completely remove the old version of the tool. select the option that you do not want
to use the old tool anymore and click on the button "apply & confirm". select the option of custom
firmware repair, fdm/frp repair, network unlock repair, etc. and click on the button of check repair.
this feature is to check if samsung tool is working properly or not. according to your requirements,

select the proper repair tool.
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